
GCSE Food, Prep and Nutrition 

Have you chosen to study GCSE Food, Prep and Nutrition, if so, then read on. You might be wanting 

to get a head start on this GCSE at home. I have included some details below, to help get you 

started. 

In Food you need to understand and master a wide range of skills. The best way to do this, is to 

cook, frequently and passionately. One of the areas that is worth a significant amount of marks at 

GCSE is the presentation of your dishes, so taking time to style and garnish is important.  

Things that would be great for you to have confidence in would be products like; 

Pastry products – different types of pastry, choux, short crust or puff pastry (pasties, quiche, pies, 

flans and tarts, pastries, sausage rolls, cheese straws) latticing tops of pies is very skillful and 

something you could have a go at.  

Baked products – cakes, biscuits, meringues, breads (breads should be shaped and glazed) enriched 

breads such as Chelsea or cinnamon buns. Icings – such as feathering. Melting method products such 

as brandy snaps or Florentines. Crackers with a dip or pate.  

Sauces – sauces such as fresh custards, roux sauces for a pie or pasta dish, mayonnaise, sweet 

sauces such as caramels and coulis. Making reduction sauces such as a pasta sauce. Creating a stock 

and making products such as soups and risottos.  

Meat and fish – thinking about how to work with meat and making sure you don’t overcook it, 

marinating and tenderising meat is important (you could make a marinade and make skewers for the 

BBQ if you have one).  

Coating products – products such as fishcakes and fish pieces can be coated in breadcrumbs. 

Batters – such as Yorkshire puddings or pancakes – having the confidence to fry these without 

burning them, controlling the temperature of a hob.  

Setting products – making products like panna cottas or cheesecakes. 

Garnishing – making tuiles, truffles, working with chocolate, segmenting oranges, carving 

vegetables, making powders or crumbs, making ice-cream, piping cream, having a go at honeycomb 

or making your own jelly.   

Using the hob with confidence, to bring water to the boil, control the temperature and then drain 

products with confidence. Making rice pudding is great for this, as it requires you to monitor the 

heat and add more milk if necessary.  

 

Using recipes books that you have at home or using well trusted recipes from the BBC Food website 

are great, you can take time to look over recipes and think about the ingredients. Most of the time 

recipes can be slimmed down to take away ingredients that you do not have, or use substitutes 

instead. Sometimes the very best recipes are the ones within your family, that have been passed 

down.  

 

 


